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Eumar… one step forward
In the year 2012 Eumar Santehnika is about facing greatest
changes; we have opened second and brand new production line. Additionally to well-known mineral marble product Eumar starts producing new generation of composite
solid surface product. The product range also became wider; besides well-known Eumar washbasins, we will be now
producing also bathtubs and shower trays. This is a bold
challenge with rough schedule for whole Eumar’s team
but we wouldn’t start before knowing that our solutions
are needed and the market is ready for innovation. We are
We are company specializing in casting composite sani- delighted to escort you into the future!
tary product. The materials can be casted into nearly any
form or size, and with large variations of colours and struc- We invite you to take a part in a discussion and use the
tures. Our aim is to give the clients competitive advantage opportunity to tailor our renewed factory and its output to
by bringing the value of innovations and excellent design; your needs!
to offer broader range of products and materials based on
advanced technologies.

Eumar was founded in 1991. Based in Estonia, a Nordic
country with one of the fastest development in the region.
Being situated in the northern part of Europe we are required to be highly efficient in all aspects. Our approach is
functional, sustainable and one that creates timeless value.
These were two fascinating decades of unforgettable experiences and innovations which started as a family-owned
workshop company. Today it has expanded into a modern
manufactory applying innovative production technology.

Arkadi Berman
Executive

I´m standing in the shadow of the birch looking
down at the palm of my hand, I´m six years old
and I have just discovered a thin fragile piece
of one of nature’s most remarkable shapes, the
eggshell. From that point and beyond I started
collecting and admire them and their captivating forms; green shells, shells with colored
dots, small and large ones.
Growing up in north Sweden close to nature, exploring it intimately and discovering nuances in
seasons and transience, has founded my relation to life and to the creative process. The very
harsh nature has formed me into a designer
that always tries to bring out an authentic asceticism, where simplicity plays the key role in a
sensible balance between form, innovation and
expression. So simple and yet so severe, nature
is a very genuine source of inspiration.
The bathroom collection OVO brings the very
strong and yet so fragile egg shape to mind,
one of nature’s most supreme, complete and
powerful forms. The shape and the different
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sizes of the units in the family allows a playful
approach and a possibility to arrange the concept
in a harmonized anarchy. Playful and pure with
thousands of combinations, just like the variations in nature.
A clear distinct contrast between white and black,
the flowing inner forms challenging the straight
outer supporting shapes, characterizes the expression. The same functional formula applies
to all units of the concept. Common for all parts
is that the technical elements are positioned at
the narrowest part of the form. This leaves plenty
of room for the main function of each unit, to be
freely offered to the user of the washbasin, bath,
shower or sauna.
I wish that the OVO collection will be something
practical and creative for various contexts for a
long time, designed in a form that makes people
want to collect and arrange them in the same
way as I did with my first eggshells.
//Johan Kauppi / WeThink AB
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OVO SPA concept
Name comes from Latin: OVO means “egg“ and SPA stands for
“sanus per aquam“ – health by water.
SPA is at your home. Despite to any fashion and trends, wellness
has become an enduring and serious part of our lives. Wellness is
switching you off, letting to solitude and recharge yourself. Wellness or SPA is the promise of well-being, comfort and greater
quality of life.
The name tells of something cultural. That your product isn’t just
answers of needs, they’re also something’s to live with, something that create certain interiors, moods, certain ways of use
and look upon a SPA or bathroom.
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Egg is a perfect shape and beginning of
everything. So smooth, concrete, beautiful and simple. Well-known to everyone
symbol which associate in our minds with
beginning of new life, hopes and pleasure.
Spectacular and unique collection implemented in minimalistic and timeless
shapes astonishing with widest range of
different uses, application areas and architectural settings – whether it is: public,
semi-public or private space.
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Washbasins

OVO washbasins come in different sizes: Small
(S), Medium (M) and Large (L).

The washbasins made of pure white solid surface with velvety mat finish.
They are beautiful from every angle of view: above, side or
below. Installation of the washbasins could vary in many
ways: integrating in to the worktop as a single item or in
a row, creating “islands“ of them by playing with different
sizes of the basins or integrating them in to beautiful pillars
– the columns which could be floor-mounted or hanged on
the wall. All those products of OVO SPA range made in
black velvety finish to accent the beauty of the basin!

The choice of washbasin in 3 sizes for
all purposes, different sized and also
made to size worktops, extensive floormount or wall-hung pillars and island
which are perfect solution for public
and commercial use.
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Ovo countertops are available in two thicknesses 22 mm and 80 mm.
According to you wish tabletops might be installed on towel-rail supports, hidden supports or on top of the furnishing unit.
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Freedom in design
OVO SPA product family range offers a tempting array of choices and freedom in design, while realizing own creativity. Any environment accomplished with OVO SPA sanitary would look astonishing and stylish for years
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Pillars

The range of products and sizes gives almost unlimited variation of combinations
and play. Finely-honed shape and extra-velvety mat finish – the elegant, sculptural
aesthetic objects to match modern life. The black and white surfaces of the collection have a privilege to match all colors of surrounding interior.
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OVO SPA washbasin is a masterpiece, prefect in every single detail. The most exciting washbasin in the
generation. Bold and sophisticated in design, that’s
innovative, relevant, extremely comfortable and intuitive in use. Nothing else looks like it, feels like it.
Together with other accomplishing products it creates a perfect linkage of functional objects in your
bathroom.

Eye-catching curves and dramatic inner lines is
something to delight. Washbasins’ organic shape is
the pride of any bathroom.
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OVO pillars are available in different sizes: Small (S) – wall-hang
model, Medium (M) – wall-hang model and Large (L) free standing.

The washbasins made of pure white solid surface
with velvety mat finish.
They are beautiful from every angle of view: above,
side or below.

Wall-hanging models available in left or right versions with wall drain option; free standing pillar
prepared for floor drain. All pillars made of black
solid surface with velvety mat finish.

OVO S perfect product to pamper your guests with
a luxurious guest bathroom or combination of three
floor-mounted OVO L pillars in the middle of nightclub’s restroom.
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OVO SPA is a complete bathroom collection with a
variety of models in each segment: washbasin, hand
rinse basin, shower trays and baths. It offers a choice
of washbasin in 3 sizes for all purposes, different
sized and also made to size worktops, extensive floormount or wall-hung pillars and island which are perfect solution for public and commercial use.
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Islands

The Island countertop is meant to bring
fresh and unusual appearance into the
public lavatory. Strong rectangular shapes
with randomly arranged washbasins create original layout. True art pieces that are
extremely functional.
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No doubt it is the main object in the
public lavatory whatever it is: a nightclub, restaurant or museum.
Play with it and customize as you like!
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Island countertop available in two sizes: small (S)
and large (L). Feel free to combine the washbasins in
it according to your wish and need.
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Countertops

Customize the length of the countertop;
pick needed width and number of the
washbasins. Integrate and enjoy.
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OVO countertop has all what you might need from a surface.
The black countertop to emphasize the look of pure white washbasins. Velvety mat finish,
durable, non-porous surface and a craftsmanship approach that ensures easy maintenance.
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SPA

OVO SPA shower systems provide exact solution with a purpose of wellbeing and refresh. The products are highly aimed to be a part of sustainable,
wise way of living with no compromise to the aesthetic, beautiful design.
Refresh yourself and clear your mind.
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Shower

Ovo Shower systems are available in several standard dimensions as well
as custom designs to suit your personal preferences. The tray is installed
in to the box or straight into the floor are the minimalistic solutions in both
aspects: functional and aesthetical.
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With an extremely spacious showering area, a luxurious walk-in shower is the ideal choice for those who
decide to install a shower instead of a bath.
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Bath

OVO SPA collection is our contribution to the development of
world’s bathroom design.
It is something that compels to keep looking at! It is ultimate concept of emotional and functional match providing you both vitality
and comfort in use.
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Shower trays, bathtub, freestanding bathtubs
with pillars and washbasins: all it gives possibilities to make the ultimate and individualized
shower and bathing enjoyment.
Extensive selection of product objects is a perfect
complement to the range, which is compatible
with a large selection of modern taps and accessories.
OVO SPA collection would not be prefect without
bath solutions. OVO SPA bathtubs’ minimalistic design provides pure emotions for everyday
rituals. Naturally powerful, sensitive shape of an
egg’s half-shell became an inner part of the tub.
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From the range of OVO SPA it is possible to choose
precisely the model of the tub which meets your
personal requirements in perfect harmony with
the structure and size of your bathroom.

OVO bath is designed as a salvation, a place to
refresh and repair your body and soul. Delicately communicating with the intimate moments it
gives the sensation of vitality and luxurious relaxation.

The multiplicity of options offers a fascinating array of new ideas. Many things are possible, everything is combinable.
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The wide range of the outer integration basics of OVO SPA bath collection offers the
options to match any bathroom.
Also with deck mounted spout if required. Openings for the tap and accessories could
be made according to your request.
Bathtub made of solid surface material, with overflow drain and standard waste plug.
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071-040 Washbasin OVO S
Semi-recessed washbasin

305

220

Material: Solid Surface
Finish: Velvety mat
Colour: Pure white
Without overflow
Dimensions (L W H): 400mm; 305 mm; 125 mm

8

400

125

8

071-045 Washbasin OVO M
Semi-recessed washbasin

338

250

Material: Solid Surface
Finish: Velvety mat
Colour: Pure white
Without overflow
Dimensions (L W H): 450mm; 343 mm; 141 mm

8

450

141

8

071-050 Washbasin OVO L
Semi-recessed washbasin

380

280

Material: Solid Surface
Finish: Velvety mat
Colour: Pure white
Without overflow
Dimensions (L W H): 500mm; 380 mm; 158 mm

8
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158

8

500

18

400

456

465

456

14
1
400

564

362
370

LEFT

RIGHT

1

Material: Solid Surface
Finish: Velvety mat
Colour: pillar - black; washbasin – pure white
Pillar prepared for wall drain connection
Washbasin without overflow
Dimensions (L W H): 517 mm; 409 mm; 406 mm

406

366

18

450

471

471

450

073-040L-45
Pillar OVO M, left
073-040R-45
Pillar OVO M, right
Wall-hanged pillar with washbasin M, left or right

1

14

14

0

48

48

18

0

366

406

40

362
370

40

Material: Solid Surface
Finish: Velvety mat
Colour: pillar - black; washbasin – pure white
Pillar prepared for wall drain connection
Washbasin without overflow
Dimensions (L W H): 466 mm; 370 mm; 300 mm

300

40
260

43
6

260

300

40

1
14

6
43
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072-073L-40
Pillar OVO S, left
072-073R-40
Pillar OVO S, right
Wall-hanged pillar with washbasin S, left or right

399
409

399
409
RIGHT

812

LEFT

454

574

555

Material: Solid Surface
Finish: Velvety mat
Colour: pillar - black; washbasin – pure white
Pillar prepared for floor drain connection (wall
drain connection at request)
Washbasin without overflow
Dimensions (L W H): 574 mm; 437 mm; 812 mm

500

073-081-50
Pillar OVO L
Self-standing pillar L with washbasin

43
437

1100

60.0°

R8
80

2000

R8

30.0°

OVO M

OVO L

OVO M

R8

OVO S

OVO S
1100

1100

OVO L

OVO M

30.0°

OVO L

30.0°

R8

80

OVO S

OVO M

R8

80
R8

22

22

22
22
160

22

WORKTOP

160

510

510

812

812

800
150

THRASH BIN 1

THRASH BIN 1

THRASH BIN 2
R8

DOOR

92

DOOR

DOOR

92
412

R8

412

THRASH BIN 2
DOOR

92

92
800

800

074-110-40
Island countertop OVO S
Island S for washbasins

074-210-50
Island countertop OVO L
Island L for washbasins

Material: Solid Surface
Finish: Velvety mat
Colour: black
Dimensions (L W H): 1100 mm; 1110 mm; 22 mm

Material: Solid Surface
Finish: Velvety mat
Colour: black
Dimensions (L W H): 2100 mm; 1110 mm; 22 mm

NB! The island countertop’s base unit and its
functionality layout shown are indicative only. The
concept is under development. For individual solution, please send your request to our sales department.

NB! The island countertop’s base unit and its
functionality layout shown are indicative only. The
concept is under development. For individual solution, please send your request to our sales department.
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150

472-28054-1 Countertop h 80 mm

472-28054-2Countertop h 22 mm

Position of the bowls in respect to the countertop
Position of bowl

T1

min 800 / max 2800
X3

X2

T2

45°

A

X4

22

Installation
with towel rail
support

Installation
with towel rail
support

80

Y2

min 800 / max 2800
X3

X1

X2

Installation
with hidden
support

22

B

Installation
with hidden
support

80

X4

Y2
min 800 / max 2800

X3
X1

Installation
on top of the
cabinet

Installation
on top of the
cabinet

80

X4

92

92

520
420

40

40

70

520
420

70

C

22

X2

Left side hidden support
Product code: 80300-506

Towel rail support , Product code: 80300-509

Right side hidden support
Product code: 80300-507

Recommended
minimum
X1

X2

X3

C

B

A

Name

Product code

Dimensions

Y1

Y2

OVO S

071-040

400x305 mm

200 mm

300 mm

X4

X1

X2

OVO M

071-045

450x343 mm

200 mm

300 mm

100 mm 122 mm 400 mm 490 mm 122 mm 100 mm 400 mm 490 mm 172 mm 172 mm 343 mm 490 mm

OVO L

071-050

500x380 mm

200 mm

300 mm

110 mm 135 mm 443 mm 540 mm 135 mm 110 mm

90 mm 109 mm 355 mm 450 mm 109 mm

90 mm

X3

X4

X1

X2

X3

X4

355 mm 450 mm 153 mm 153 mm 305 mm 450 mm

443 mm 540 mm 190 mm 190 mm

380 mm 540 mm

Sample for order

COUNTERTOP
THICKNESS
T1 / T2

Y1

* min 200 mm

TYPE/ LAYOUT / X3
(S/M/L) (A/B/C)

Y2

* min 300 mm

mm

TYPE / LAYOUT / X3
(S/M/L) (A/B/C)

mm

Y2

* min 300 mm

TYPE / LAYOUT / X3
(S/M/L) (A/B/C)

mm

Y1

* min 200 mm

2498
300

540

* - recommended

400

OVO M

450

380

OVO L

300

355

250

OVO S
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Type “M” - Layout “A”

Type “L” - Layout “C”

Type “S” - Layout “B”

Round 5mm thick beveled mirror mounted on 12 mm
thick Solid Surface base, available in black and white
colour.Sizes: Small (S), Medium (M), Large (L) and
Extra Large (XL).

MIRROR SUPERLARGE / 1600 mm

12

MIRROR LARGE / 800 mm

1600

5
R2 12 R1

5
12

Blasted logo in glass
Ø1600
Ø1584

800

12

500-S01 Grooving works for glass
Additionally to wide range of different option Shower OVO L might be adapted to the size.
The used technology allows in each specific case to take into account the sizes and configurations of the room to where showers should be integrated. The size could be made
exactly to the last millimeter and according to your wishes. The result is a shower tray
you can freely design to your personal requirement.
The shower series offer prefect solutions for easy installation and quick renovation.
Shower base is in pure white solid surface. Possible installation of flush with floor level.
On request with milling for insertion of glass. Height of the box could be reduced in case
of the special request.
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MIRROR MEDIUM / 600 mm
5
12

Blasted logo in glass
Ø800
Ø784

12

600

MIRROR SMALL / 400 mm
5
12

Blasted logo in glass

400

12

Blasted logo in glass
Ø400
Ø384

477-040-1
477-040-2

Mirror OVO round 400 mm, S black
Mirror OVO round 400mm, S white

477-060-1
477-060-2

Mirror OVO round 600 mm, M black
Mirror OVO round 600mm, M white

477-080-1
477-080-2

Mirror OVO round 800 mm, L black
Mirror OVO round 800mm, L white

477-160-1
477-160-2

Mirror OVO round 1600 mm, XL black
Mirror OVO round 1600mm, XL white

476-108 Shower OVO tray
Material: Solid Surface
Finish: Velvety mat
Colour: Pure white
Drain opening diameter 90 mm
Dimensions (L W H): 1086 mm;
821mm; 125 mm

476-120 Shower OVO S with
box
Material: Solid Surface
Finish: Velvety mat
Colour: box - black; shower –
pure white
Drain opening diameter 90
mm
Dimensions (L W H): 1200
mm; 900 mm; 152 mm

821

1086

821

A
900

A

A

A

1086
120.0°
90

1200
SECTION A

120.0°
90

120

100

152

120

152

SECTION A

476-220L Shower OVO with
box M, left
Material: Solid Surface

476-220R Shower OVO with
box M, right
Material: Solid Surface

Finish: Velvety mat
Colour: box - black; shower –
pure white
Drain opening diameter 90 mm
Dimensions (L W H): 2200 mm;
900 mm; 152 mm

Finish: Velvety mat
Colour: box - black; shower –
pure white
Drain opening diameter 90 mm
Dimensions (L W H): 2200 mm;
900 mm; 152 mm

1086

A

152

1086

821

900

476-300-2 Shower OVO with box L, Double
Shower box with two shower trays
Material: Solid Surface
Finish: Velvety mat
Colour: box - black; shower – pure white
Drain opening diameter 90 mm
Dimensions (L W H): 3000 mm; 900 mm; 152 mm

821

1086

A

100

120

A

A

A

2200
SECTION A 120.0°
90
100 120

120.0°
90
120

100

152

120

SECTION A

120.0°
90

152

152

120.0°
90

152

100

A

2200

2200
SECTION A

900

A

152

A

821

900

821

1086
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Shower system possible layouts
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Please note different layout possibilities considering wall and glass positions.

Shower system possible layouts

In case you need a layout which is not marked on scheme, please ask your reseller
for more possible solutions.
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475-150 Bathtub OVO
Material: Solid Surface

475-157 Bath OVO with pillar
Material: Solid Surface

Finish: Velvety mat
Colour: Pure white
Drain opening diameter 78 mm
Dimensions (L W H): 1500 mm;
1132 mm; 520 mm

Finish: Velvety mat
Colour: Pillar - black; bathtub –
pure white
Drain opening diameter 78 mm
Dimensions (L W H): 1569 mm;
1201 mm; 512 mm

1132

1201

1500

512

512

520

1569

* For integration only

475-157L Bath OVO integrated into the pillar with faucet
island, left
Material: Solid Surface

475-157R Bath OVO integrated
into the pillar with faucet island, right
Material: Solid Surface

Finish: Velvety mat
Colour: Pillar - black; bathtub –
pure white
Drain opening diameter 78 mm
Dimensions (L W H): 1569 mm;
1345 mm; 512 mm

Finish: Velvety mat
Colour: Pillar - black; bathtub –
pure white
Drain opening diameter 78 mm
Dimensions (L W H): 1569 mm;
1345 mm; 512 mm

1569

139

1343

1343

139

777

777

512

512

1569
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1809
1800

1809
1800

150

150

150
84

160
180 512
124

1309

84

1300

1300
1309

84

150

1300
1309

150

1809
1800

150

160
512 180
124

160
180 512
124

475-180R Bath OVO integrated into the
box with shelves on the right side
Material: Solid Surface

475-180L Bath OVO integrated into the
box with shelves on the left side
Material: Solid Surface

475-180 Bath OVO integrated into the
box with shelves on both side
Material: Solid Surface

Finish: Velvety mat
Colour: Box - black; bathtub – pure white
Drain opening diameter 78 mm
Dimensions (L W H): 1800 mm;
1309 mm; 512 mm
NB! Please specify the type and position
of the faucet openings.

Finish: Velvety mat
Colour: Box - black; bathtub – pure white
Drain opening diameter 78 mm
Dimensions (L W H): 1800 mm;
1309 mm; 512 mm
NB! Please specify the type and position
of the faucet openings.

Finish: Velvety mat
Colour: Box - black; bathtub – pure white
Drain opening diameter 78 mm
Dimensions (L W H): 1800 mm;
1309 mm; 512 mm
NB! Please specify the type and position
of the faucet openings.

Faucet position possibilities
Without faucet

Faucet on long side

Faucet on short side
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CreaCore – innovative material by CreaCore Stone Production
Latest collection by Eumar: OVO SPA and Origami where implemented by using new material for its product CreaCore.
New material CreaCore is improved and modified version of well-known composite Solid Surface. Because of its
beauty, performance, and durability, Solid Surface has become the material of choice for sanitary product for any
application, both home and commercial use.
CreaCore is unique and technologically advanced vacuum-treated composite material, constituted by a high percentage of natural minerals and a small percentage of extremely pure acrylic modified polyester (which is homogenies mixture with no surface layer). The main ingredient is aluminium trihydrate (ATH) – the mineral excavated
from quarries.
Specially developed grade of aluminum trihydrate which is basic ingredient in the formula, for better filler wet-out
and particle packing allow us to improve surface hardness and stain resistance.
Because of this MMA addition our material has increased tensile elongation as the result of added toughness /
durability. Elevated temperature curing shows us much improved physical properties or the material, especially
the heat distortion temperature and UV stability; that also allow us to ensure a complete degree of cure all through
the product.
Most Solid Surface materials are released as a flat sheet. CreaCore is a moulded material, which means that we
do not fabricate product out of the sheets, but pour it directly into the moulds with injection technique. That allows
us to save on resources, be extremely effective and much less labour intensive production.
Thanks to its durability and easy to clean properties, CreaCore is a superbly practical material; it retains its value
over the years, performing a long-term investment. Furthermore, the material has the unique advantage of being
repairable, renewed and prefabricated with seamless joints. So your CreaCore surface will be as pristine as ever,
year after year. Durable and easy to clean, CreaCore is a superbly practical material. Also it is 100% recyclable.
Products made of CreaCore are highly aimed to be a part of sustainable, wise way of living with no compromise to
the aesthetic, beautiful design.
Just touch with your fingers that silky smooth surface and you will admire the seamless beauty that we have
achieved with CreaCore. This is the feeling of pure luxury. Cool, sophisticated and uncompromisingly elegant in
any bathroom environment.
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Made In

EU
Eumar Washbasin Factory
Betooni 11a, 11415, Tallinn, Estonia
Tel: +372 60 50 530
Fax: +372 60 50 535
eumar@eumar.ee
www.washbasinfactory.com
www.ovospa.com

2012 Copyright © Eumar Santehnika.

OVO SPA design registration pending.
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2012/1 We reserve the right to make technical improvements and enhance the appearance of the product shown. Errors and omission excepted. Colors may vary due to printing process.
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